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Dear Flight Attendants: 
Every morning, we wake up to news that ripples through our communities and home lives.  With yesterday’s press 
conference by the State of Hawaii Governor, the mandatory 14-day quarantine for travelers is confusing to our 
group.  Amidst this dictate, the company was forced to address the exponential decrease in passenger travel as 
travelers heeded the state’s suggestion. While this decision was not made lightly, it directly affects EVERY Hawaiian 
Airlines employee.  With each new announcement, we are left reeling and in shock not knowing what the company 
will do and, in turn, what we can do looking ahead. 
 
Due to the urgency of decisions being made, we do not always get immediate communications, so many people 
contemplate the hypotheticals.  Although we are not able to speak for the company, the AFA leadership can address 
what we do know.  In terms of the April 2020 re-bid, please continue to bid with the current packet and timeline.  
[Including tandem bids if you are requesting a Leave, Low Time line or Voluntary Furlough.]  If the company needs to 
change their direction, they will let us know. They have not made any changes as of this AFA communication. 
 
In terms of tomorrow’s charters, Governor Ige approached our company and asked for emergency help.  The state 
needed to clear and transport cruise ship passengers who desperately want to return to their loved ones.  With this 
request, the state has assured Hawaiian Airlines that all passengers will go through a mandatory medical screening.  
Should they pass the screening, they will be allowed to travel on two arranged HA charters:  one to Vancouver, 
Canada and another to Los Angeles, California.  Additionally, the company has agreed to pay the Flight Attendants 
double-pay for working both the active flight, then ferrying the airplane back to Honolulu.  These Flight Attendants 
will not serve any food but will assist with other normal and emergency responsibilities on the plane.  Once the 
passengers have disembarked, the company will disinfect the aircraft then return the crew to Hawaii.  
 
Your safety is a priority.  Flight Attendants are listed as essential employees just like bank tellers, grocery employees, 
hospital employees, etc.  While it is difficult for us to know how COVID-19 is transmitted and if we are being exposed 
to COVID, or any other communicable disease for that matter, we must continue to be vigilant, self-monitor and 
continually be aware of our surroundings.  For those Flight Attendants who do not feel safe working any flights, 
please contact inflight management to request personal leave if it is available.  And, for those of you who are feeling 
sick, please follow all CDC and local health department guidelines on seeking medical attention.  [You’ll find the 
hyperlinks on our website (COVID-19 Updates).] 
 
We did not get many questions over the past 24 hours.  [Some questions were similar to those asked in the past few 
days.]. Therefore, we do not have a Q & A for today’s post.  We ask that you continue to read the company and AFA 
communications.  Also, please help with an urgent bill for an airline relief package. 
https://www.afacwa.org/urgent_call_to_save_our_jobs  It only takes a few minutes to easily contact your U.S. 
Representatives. 
 
Thank you for your patience and understanding as the AFA leadership strives to help answer your questions.  We 
have committed to daily communications because if one of you has a question, it is possible that many of you share 
that same inquiry.  Please stay safe and take care of yourselves and loved ones.  As a reminder, we update our 
https://www.hawaiianafa.org/ website at least once daily, so please log on for more information. 
 
In Unity, 
Sharon, Scott, Joni, Jaci-Ann, Josh 
And the Entire AFA Leadership 
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